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ABSTRACT 
  

Joint Advanced Missile Instrumentation (JAMI), a Central Test and Evaluation Investment Program 
(CTEIP) initiative, is developing advanced telemetry system components that can be used in an 
integrated instrumentation package for tri-service small missile test and training applications.  JAMI 
demonstrated significant improvement in the performance of low-cost Global Positioning System 
(GPS) based Time-Space-Position Information (TSPI) tracking hardware that can be used for 
world-wide test and training.  Acquisition times of less than 3 seconds from a cold start and tracking 
dynamics to over 60 Gs were demonstrated.  The design of a programmable Flight Termination Safe 
and Arm device has been completed.  This paper discusses the progress of the program during the 
past year and the efforts planned for fiscal year 2002. High dynamic testing results of GPS and 
Inertial measurement Unit (IMU) devices and problems encountered are discussed. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 

The JAMI project was initiated in 1997 to address enhancements in missile instrumentation 
primarily through the introduction of GPS as an improved and worldwide tracking source. The 
concept of a programmable Flight Termination Safe and Arm (FTSA) device was included as well as 
the development of sophisticated post mission processing to obtain End Game Scoring (EGS) quality 
measurements.  
 
JAMI has progressed from a concept to demonstrated and working hardware and is not in the 
integration phase of the program including missile, target, and ranges. 
 
 



BACKGROUND 
 

There are a host of participant types in a typical test or training scenario, though many scenarios 
involve a shooter aircraft, a missile, and a target drone. OSD-sponsored programs are providing 
GPS-based TSPI for each of these platforms. 
 
GPS technology is a rapidly changing field. Commercial GPS receivers are now available that can 
track through linear accelerations of almost 20 G.  Since the JAMI requirement included 
accelerations of up to 50 G, a new GPS technology was investigated that could provide the tracking 
performance of a translator at one fortieth the bandwidth.  Tests of this new technology indicate 
tracking performance above 200 G may be possible. 
 
JAMI also has the responsibility of providing a robust missile tracking system that can be integrated 
onto national ranges. 
 

JAMI 2002 PROGRESS 
 
The JAMI Project demonstrated significant technical progress during the past year in several areas 
including high dynamic GPS tracking, robust IMU processing, ground based data processing, and 
flight safety equipment development and testing. 
 
GPS Technology Development-  As reported last year1, a novel GPS technology developed by 
Parthus Ltd. UK, was developed and tested.2  The initial tracking unit was dubbed the Position 
Location Sensor or PLS.  Extensive testing of the PLS have now been completed and the tracking 
performance has proven to be exceptional.  Testing using a GPS simulator using a spiral trajectory 
with a constant velocity of 900 m/s have shown that the PLS will track through accelerations of over 
250 G.  While this dynamic performance is impressive several areas were noted where improvement 
is necessary.  These areas include an optimization of the Fast Fourier Transform process of finding 
satellite center frequencies and thereby reducing the Time to First Fix (TTFF) and a reduction in 
power consumption to less than 2 watts. 
 
Based on the success of the PLS proof-of principle design, the JAMI project awarded a follow-on 
contract to Parthus Ltd. to develop a custom Application Specific Integrated Circuit (ASIC) that 

would provide enhanced performance needed for missile 
applications.  This design will be completed in the Fall of 
2002 and will be integrated with a newly developed RF 
ASIC that will provide at least 3 dB of carrier to noise 
performance improvement.  The new high dynamic GPS 
Sensor Unit (GSU) is anticipated by the Summer of 2003. 
 
Low dynamic missiles and most targets are capable of 
acquiring GPS satellites prior to launch.  An improved GPS 
receiver was designed for JAMI that met the objectives of 
low cost, operation at weapon levels of vibration, shock, and 
temperature, and small size.  The unit, as shown in Figure 1, 
has been tested from –40 to 80 C and at random vibration 

levels of over 20 G rms.  The outputs messages are Missile 

 

Figure 1 GSU-1 GPS Receiver 



Application Condensed Message (MACM) for raw GPS measurements, Missile Application Timing 
Message (MATM) for time tagging vehicle events, and a minimal Position-Velocity-Time Message 
(PVTM).  
 
JAMI TSPI Unit-  The JAMI project will provide a high and low dynamic version of a TSPI unit 
for missile and target testing. The TSPI unit concept was identified early in the JAMI project and 
envisioned to be a small (13 cu in) unit that would provide GPS and Inertial Measurement Unit 
(IMU) data to the ground for further processing.  A novel approach for accumulating IMU 
measurements was developed that allows the ground processor to reconstruct the vehicle trajectory 
in the event of a telemetry dropout.  The technique is conceptually very simple but operationally 
very powerful.  The IMU sensor outputs are measured, converted to delta velocities and angles, 
integrated over a preset number of samples and the integration results are added to an accumulation.  
In the case of delta angles the results are converted to four-dimensional quaternion prior to 
accumulation.  These accumulations allow the vehicle to know where it is compared to where it was 
and for short periods of time (up to a few seconds) the position can be accurately calculated.  The 
IMU accumulations provide two important functions; they prevent the reset of the ground based 
Kalman filter in the event of a telemetry dropout, and they provide very precise position data over 
short periods of time in the event of a GPS dropout.  The GPS/IMU data also provides accurate 
vehicle attitude information during flight.  The JAMI accuracy objectives for position and attitude 
are 25 feet position, 3 ft/sec velocity, and 5-degree attitude in real time. 
 
The JAMI project, as well as several other CTEIP projects, is actively watching miniature IMU 
sensor developments.  There are many products available to provide acceleration and angular rate 
but most of these devices were developed for the automobile industry and have high drift rates.  
Devices are still under development that will reduce these drift rates by a factor of 100 but are not 
currently commercially available in integrated circuit size packages.   
 
JAMI Data Processor-  The ground based processing is the key to the accuracy of the JAMI TSPI 
unit, especially for the post mission mode.  This process combines the GPS and the IMU data in a 
tightly coupled process.  In a federated GPS/IMU process the IMU error states would be observed by 
using the GPS position measurements and corrections made to the attitude data reported.  The JAMI 
data processor will use an improved version of the Multi-optimal Sensor Estimation Softwere 
(MOSES) range tracking system used at Edwards AFB.  This product contains sophisticated error 
models of not only the IMU sensors, but even the GPS receiver oscillator error states.  All of these 
error states are tunable either automatically by the filter or manually by a system operator.  In the 
MOSES integrated filter approach, the observable error states of a sensor can me tuned out of the 
filter as opposed to just corrected.  This feature provides greatly enhanced performance in an 
operational environment where GPS dropouts are expected. 
 
The ability of this auto-tuner is under investigation to determine the limits of using low cost 
automotive gyros and accelerometers in the JAMI JTU to provide high accuracy information.  A 
simple view of the IMU problem is to think of a sensor as a very accurate measurement device over 
a very short period of time.  If the error modes of an IMU sensor, for example acceleration bias, are 
observable over a longer period of time, the error can be “tuned” out and the sensor accuracy 
increased for the next small period of time.  This “auto-tuner” is the most sophisticated capability of 
the MOSES system but is also the most difficult. 



 
A decision was made to transition the MOSES software away from old UNIX based platforms and 
onto PC type computers.  The new system will probably run under a LINUX operating system to 
allow for multiple participants to be tacked by a single computer.  At this time it makes sense for the 
real-time operation to be done on a computer located in the range telemetry area.  The post mission 
analysis will improve the accuracy of the JAMI TSPI solution and also provide a scoring solution to 
compute a missile position relative to a target.  The MOSES post mission filter runs under a web 
browser interface and this process is anticipated to be run on a separate computer, and probably in a 
different work space.  The data required for post mission analysis is archived during real-time 
processing.  The PC based JDP will be completed in the Fall of 2002 and range initial integration is 
planned for the Summer of 2003. 
 
JAMI Test Bed-  The JAMI design team decided that a flying test bed was required for a variety of 
reasons during the past year.  The test bed contains a set of IMU sensors, a data formatter card, a 
telemetry downlink, a multi-band antenna, and a GSP receiver or sensor.  Reasons to build a test bed 
include: 

1. A method of demonstrating the design approach of the JTU in an airborne application. 
2. A method to validate the TUMS structure and understand the effects on the JDP of data 

corruption and dropouts. 
3. A platform to evaluate different antenna structures and determine the effects of launcher and 

aircraft effects on antenna patterns. 
4. A method of demonstrating the entire JAMI TSPI and EGS system. 
5. A method of comparing the JAMI TSPI data quality with a known aircraft tracking standard 

such as the ARDS system. 
6. By flying two test bed pods on both wind tips of an aircraft the known distance between the 

pods can be used to validate the EGS quality of the JAMI system. 
 
The first test bed flight was conducted in March 2002.  The flight demonstrated that accelerations of  
about 20 G could be realized at the wing tips during high dynamic maneuvers of the aircraft.  While 
these acceleration levels are less than half the required JAMI operational levels, they are high 
enough to demonstrate the effects of elevated dynamics on the tracking loops and filter algorithms of 
the JTU. 
 
Flight Termination System Components-  The JAMI program continued development of advanced 
technology flight safety components.  The Flight Termination Safe and Arm design was completed 
and final qualification testing is underway.  JAMI endorsed a new technology flight termination 
receiver development called the Enhanced Flight Termination System (EFTS) that includes digital 
encoding of command uplinks to replace the old IRIG tone system.  JAMI also funded delta 
qualification testing on current technology miniature flight termination receivers from two vendors 
at White Sands Missile Range to determine if the hardware would survive JAMI environmental 
levels.  Results of these tests are available from the WSMR range safety office. 
 

CONCLUSIONS 
 
The JAMI project made significant progress in providing high dynamic GPS based tracking 
components and flight termination components during the past year.    



Missiles using JAMI developed TSPI hardware will be fielded during the next few months and the 
JAMI ground processing will be deployed on National Ranges beginning in the Summer 2003. 
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